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The MISSION of the Cleveland Stroke Club is
to enhance the lives of stroke survivors and
their families through support, fellowship and
socialization, education and advocacy.

Next General Meeting
Wednesday, Feb. 19, 2020

The Cleveland Stroke Club was founded on the basic self-help concept. That is, stroke survivors and their
families banded together to exchange coping techniques for the many stroke-related problems they experience.
Except for the months of June and August, our General Meetings are held on the third Wednesdays of each
month at Disciples Christian Church at 3663 Mayfield Rd, Cleveland, OH 44121. Usually, we host Bingo at 5:30,
dinner at 6:30, and a presentation by community professionals from 7:30 until 8:30. Meetings end at 8:30.
In addition, our Caregiver & Survivor meetings are held on the first Wednesday of every month at Select
Medical (formerly Kindred Hospital) at 11900 Fairhill Road, Cleveland, OH 44120. We dine together at 6:30 and
then breakout into separate meetings for caregivers and survivors from 7:30 until 8:30. Meetings end at 8:30.
Please RSVP for both meetings to Kay 440-449-3309 or Deb 440-944-6794. Look for details in this newsletter.
If you or a member of your family has had a stroke, we invite you to visit our meetings anytime. New members
and community professionals are always welcome. Both meetings have plenty of free handicap parking and are
fully wheelchair accessible. Our newsletter and resource list are online at: www.clevelandstrokeclub.org
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Notes from the last month’s meeting.
By Bonnie Morris, Assistant to the Board
There could not have been a better way to begin a new year than our
January 15, 2020, meeting of the Cleveland Stroke Club! Our appetites were excited
by the caterer Joe Slusarcyk’s tasty fare of smoked beef kielbasa, sauerkraut, garden
salad, redskin potatoes, and vegetables! We thank these people with helping to set-up
the meeting: Katherine Sims, Arlene Bienhardt, Kay Exl, Vinita Sagger, Neerja
Bhushan and Peggy Price. Vinita Sagger brought in some special cookies (recipe
on page 11) and even our speaker, Mark Seeman, brought us some cookies.
We welcomed newcomers George and Nellie Borodi, as well as their brother-in-law
Leslie Borodi, and also Sanjib Bhattacharya, whose website is
www.sanjibbhattacharya.com if you wish to know him better. We celebrated
members with January birthdays: Malcolm Gordon, Vivien Sekeres, Katherine
Sims, Bonnie Morris, and Peggie Price. Congratulations were given to those
members with January anniversaries: Vinita and Raj Saggar and Vivien and Dan
Sekeres. The 50-50 drawing was luckily won by Lurelean Patterson. President
Linda Davis and Director Geri Pitts informed us that each member is to be gifted
with a copy of the book “Coping with Aphasia,” written by our awesome founder and
our board member Sue Sheridan. This is a great resource for every family
recovering from stroke experiences, very informative, practical, and useful
information. Also available to anyone is the 2020 CSC calendar with a pictorial
directory of members and their birthdays and anniversaries for a $10.00 donation.
Following the fine meal and social time, Vice-President Deena Barrett introduced
our evening’s speaker, Mark Seeman, LSW, from the Visiting Nurses Association.
If you ever wondered how a lottery winner would celebrate, we found out. Mark
came to share his evening with our Cleveland Stroke Club, revealing a lot about his
dedication to helping others! The first thing he stressed was that “Hospice is about
how you live!” The mission of VNA is to provide high-quality comprehensive home
health and hospice care to promote the independence and dignity of those living in the
communities they serve. It is the oldest home health care giver in Ohio, since 1903.
Mark stated that Hospice is not a place; it is a philosophy of care and comfort at the
end of life. Hospice focuses on the quality of life with comfort. It is different for
each person. Hospice can provide house aides, nurses, massage therapists,
equipment, companions, bereavement services, medication help, and personal care
help, among other things. If a disease progresses at a normal pace, and your
prognosis is less than six months, you qualify for Hospice. Medicare covers expenses
with zero co-pays. Mark stressed that you find out all of the rules before you commit
to a long-term relation with a nursing home.
The VNA has resources to help. On the website is a pamphlet listing questions to ask
when looking for a nursing home. It is obvious that the VNA operates with
efficiency, knowledge, and compassion. Their main message is,” All Americans
deserve quality care at the end of life- It is a fundamental part of living.” Hospice
cares for more than 1.65 million Americans and their families every year. Mark
Seeman, LSW is the SW Community Liaison, and his e-mail address is
Robert.Seemam@vnahg.org if you wish to contact him. The Visiting Nurses
Association has a user-friendly website on-line as well – www.vnaohio.org . The
toll-free number for VNA is 877-698-6264.
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Feb. 2020
By Charlotte S.

Wednesday Feb. 19, 2020
Disciples Christian Church,
3663 Mayfield Road, Cleveland Heights 44121
5:30 p.m. – Bingo
6:30 p.m. - Dinner by caterer Joe Slusarcyk: Caesar Salad (with cheese on the
side), Breaded Pork Chops, Roasted Garlic Mashed Potatoes and French Cut
Green Beans., rolls, dessert – cost is $8.00. Remember to bring your plates and
silverware.
7:30 p.m. – Our own member, Ellen Richman, Attorney
Topic: Living Wills and Powers of Attorney – the Good, the Bad and the Evil
Attorney Ellen Richman will discuss the benefits and possible dangers of three
legal documents: Living Will, Health Care Power of Attorney and Financial
Power of Attorney. She will have copies of documents and her notary stamp for
those who wish to complete certain forms.
If you want to fill out forms, bring the names, addresses and phone numbers of the
people you wish to name in your documents.
8:30 p.m. – Meeting ends

We send our love and good wishes to: Brian Barrett, Omelia Beverly, Don Broge,
Dion Howells, Herb Kleiman, Bobby Jones, and Lurethia Jones, Tony & Char
Starec.

We send our deepest sympathy to:
Maggie Boone, who lost her mother in January.
Kathleen Seymour, who lost her father in January.
Katherine Sims, who lost two friends in January.
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By Geri Pitts
ANNOUNCEMENTS

TALENT AND INTEREST NIGHT
Our March general meeting will feature YOU. This meeting gives you a chance to show off your talents, Interests
and hobbies for a 5-8 minute presentation to our Club. Won’t you consider sharing with us the things that keep
you busy when you’re not at a Cleveland Stroke Club meeting? In the past, people have talked about gardening,
beer making, needlework, travels, families, sang songs, told inspirational stories…..the list goes on and on.
Debbie can put your photographs into a slide show if you get your photos to her by March 4th. Think about it!

By Linda Davis
Hi everyone,
I hope everyone is staying warm and safe with all this crazy weather that we're having out here.
We will have our first outing on March 11th at Applebee on Mayfield Road at 1 p.m. no reservation is needed
just come and enjoy yourself, also at our, first outing I will be asking for ideas from everyone that come for more
ideas and I was thinking of playing a Name Game where the person whose name is pulled, get to pick our next
outing. Some of the other ideas are the casino or bowling.
If you can't make it you can still call me at my number is 216-533-1072 or email me at davisli49@yahoo.com, if
you come up with any other ideas.

By Katherine S.
My daughter was one of eight students who received a scholarship for academic excellence and
Community service at the Dr. King Observance at Cuyahoga Community College. We were there at the
Observance and I was so proud to see Katrina receive the scholarship.
Katrina has been out of school for a while, working in the community. She is a graduate of Health Careers Center
High School who is working toward a degree in human services. Congratulations to my beautiful and talented and
compassionate daughter.
You can see the announcement online at: https://www.tri-c.edu/news-and-events/news/tri-c-students-receivescholarships-at-dr-king-observance.html
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By Chris Vuyancih
Having had many challenges of late AND I am not complaining! Just reminding everyone
that no matter who you are, we all share in the ups and downs of everything life has to offer.
While thinking about writing an article, being under the gun, as usual, even more than ever before!
I was reminded how absolutely fortunate I am, we ALL are, to have Deb organize this newsletter for our group!
In one my last communications with her before writing this article she said to me, ‘I’ll always make whatever you
want, to happen.’ I am so fortunate, each of us are! Thank the Lord for people like that! I want to….but, so used
to giving in to my, ‘I just can’t do this now’, mania! I am ever striving to be like that again. I find myself saying,
‘I used to be like that,’ a lot. BUT, I take comfort in the fact that everything changes, constantly. Ebb and
flow….. coming and going, decline and regrowth.
I was instantly reminded how much ‘procrastination’ makes up, how I always have been , and how much I despise
not being able to pull things together, quickly, under the gun.
It doesn’t seem to be an issue as much for me now, as in my recent past. If the stars align, ….I’m o.k. Goes to
show you that we are constantly improving and the fact that we are here in this life and able to take on life’s
challenges is a gift!
I definitely love all kinds of quotes and sayings by others. I love anything that makes me think. Of all the
hundreds of quotes and sayings I have come across. One of the most poignant ones is this… and, I know you’ve
heard it….but, have you really sincerely thought about it? There are MANY versions of it, and many authors,
depending on the version…but basically it’s this …and, it is plastered all over the walls and in a hundred different
ways at my job at Ravenwood Mental Health Center. I’d say it is a welcome reminder!

“Everyone you meet is
Fighting a battle
You know nothing about,
BE Kind. ALWAYS.”

Geri Pitts: I have three orchids already.
How many do you have?

Vinita Saggar: We went to check on our
Amaryllis. We have 23 blooms.
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By Dan S.
Higbee’s was founded by Edwin Converse Higbee and John G Hower on September 10, 1860 as
Higbee & Hower Dry Goods. The first day of business saw $100 in sales. It was reorganized as
The Higbee Co. in 1902 after the death of Mr. Hower and relocated from its original Public Square
location to a new five-story Playhouse Square Center store, directly across from its sworn arch-rival
Halle Brothers Co. In 1929 it was acquired by the Van Sweringen brothers, who moved the store to their new
$179 million Terminal Tower complex on Public Square, partly in response to pleas from women who wished to
occupy homes in their new suburb of Shaker Heights and ride the Vans’ new railroads into the city for quality
shopping. The store subsequently went bankrupt in 1935 as the Van Sweringen empire collapsed in the Great
Depression, but thanks to store executives Charles P. Bradley and John Murphy, the company was reorganized
and flourished under their guidance for many years.
The 1960s and 1970s saw the addition of several stores in suburbs as well as expansion to Akron and Canton, all
under the watch of president Herbert Strawbridge.
In 1984, Industrial Equity Ltd, a subsidiary of Brierly Investments Ltd, New Zealand, acquired Higbee’s, selling it
three years later to a joint venture of Dillard’s and Edward J.DeBartolo Sr. who planned to combine Higbee’s with
an intended acquisition of Horne’s. The deal was cancelled abruptly, resulting in several years of litigation. In
1992 Dillard’s bought out DeBartolo’s shares and rebadged Higbee’s and five of the Northern Ohio Horne’s stores
with its name. During the 1990s, several inner-ring stores were closed while new far-flung locations opened or
expanded.
The 192-foot-tall, 11-story Public Square flagship store was famous for its tenth-floor Silver Grille restaurant. It
closed in January 2002. The Main Floor, second and third floors were restored in 2007 to house the new offices of
the Convention & Visitors Bureau of Greater Cleveland Partnership, while the Silver Grille was restored for
special events.
The building was again completely remodeled in 2011 and opened on May 14, 2012 as the Horseshoe Casino
Cleveland. The building was once again renamed to Jack Cleveland Casino and reopened on May 11, 2016 after
Rock Gaming LLC took over management of the downtown casino.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Higbee%27s
http://www.thedepartmentstoremuseum.org/2010/05/higbee-company-cleveland-ohio.html
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By Willie F.
I think that San Francisco will win. I’m not sure it will be a good close game.

By Damon S.
The Amazing Spiderman 2
“It’s great to be Spider-Man (Andrew Garfield). For Peter Parker, there’s no feeling quite like swinging
between skyscrapers, embracing being the hero, and spending time with Gwen (Emma Stone). But being SpiderMan comes at a price: only Spider-Man can protect his fellow New Yorkers from the formidable villains that
threaten them. With the emergence of Electro (Jamie Foxx), Peter must confront a foe far more powerful than he.
And as his old friend, Harry Osborn (Dane DeHaan), returns, Peter comes to realize that all of his
enemies have one thing in common.” (www.yahoo.com)
This movie was epic. I give it 2 thumbs high.
By Roger G., PhD
Fresh Squished
I never brewed this before. “Dripping with vivid flavors, Fresh Squished is the beer equivalent of
visiting your local fruit stand. Flavors and aromas of grapefruit, melon, berries, lime and passionfruit drizzle into
a faint herbal, piney back- ground. The sturdy malt foundation of sweet crystal malts and toasty Munich concedes
to this indulgent use of Citra and Mosaic hops to achieve remarkable balance. Pale copper in color, Fresh
Squished is overlaid by a fluffy, rich beige foam cap, allowing the juicy aromas to ooze out.”
www.northernbrewer.com
I’m planning on brewing it on Saturday, Feb. 22. If you want to join us, please send me an email:
roger@gulbranson.com

By Zenia M.
Here are the 10 most checked-out books from the NYC Public Library over the past 125 years:
1. "The Snowy Day," by Ezra Jack Keats (485,583 checkouts)
2. "The Cat in the Hat," by Dr. Seuss (469,650)
3. "1984," by George Orwell (441,770)
4. "Where the Wild Things Are," by Maurice Sendak (436,016)
5. "To Kill a Mockingbird," by Harper Lee (422,912)
6. "Charlotte's Web," by E.B. White (337,948)
7. "Fahrenheit 451," by Ray Bradbury (316,404)
8. "How to Win Friends and Influence People," by Dale Carnegie (284,524)
9. "Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone," by J.K. Rowling (231,022)
10. "The Very Hungry Caterpillar," by Eric Carle (189,550)
Honorable Mention: "Goodnight Moon," by Margaret Wise Brown
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/01/13/books/ny-public-library-top-books-history.html
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By Pat Hill, MBA
For a dozen years, Larry Bocchiere, 68, didn’t find it especially difficult to care for his wife, Deborah, who
struggled with breathing problems. But as her illness took a downward turn, he became overwhelmed by stress.
“I was constantly on guard for any change in her breathing. If she moved during the night, I’d jump up and see if
something was wrong,” he said recently in a phone conversation. “It’s the kind of alertness to threat that a combat
soldier feels. I don’t think I got a good night’s sleep for five years. I gained 150 pounds.”
As her chronic obstructive pulmonary disease worsened and heart failure set in, Deborah was taking 24
medications each day and rushing to the hospital every few weeks for emergency treatments. “Toward the end, I
couldn’t stay in the same room with her for too long because I couldn’t stand to watch her being so sick,”
Bocchiere said. His wife died in 2013.
Marriages are often shaken to the core when one spouse becomes sick or disabled and the other takes on new
responsibilities. “You have to rewrite the relationship’s expectations. And the longer you’ve been married, the
harder that is to do,” said Zachary White, an associate professor of communications at Queens University of
Charlotte.
Compared to adult children who care for their parents, spouses perform more tasks and assume greater physical
and financial burdens when they become caregivers, an analysis of 168 studies shows. Symptoms of depression as
well as strains on relationships are more common.
Communication often becomes problematic, as husbands and wives feel disoriented and uncertain about how to
respond to each other. Especially early on, illness tends to “heighten emotion and short-circuit communication,”
write Barbara Kivowitz and Roanne Weisman in their book, “Love In The Time of Chronic Illness: How to Fight
the Sickness – Not Each Other.”
Both women were cared for by their husbands (Kivowitz suffered from chronic pain; Weisman had a stroke). “We
were gob smacked by how much illness took over the relationship,” Kivowitz said earlier this year in a video
presentation.
Complicating these issues is isolation. “We often hear about family members who won’t get involved or are
overly critical of the well spouse but never pitch in or visit,” said Robert Mastrogiovanni, 72, president of the Well
Spouse Association, which offers support groups to members. “And then there are lifelong friends who drop out of
the picture.”
Most of the time (55%), older spouses are caregiving alone as husbands or wives come to the end of their lives,
without help from their children, other family members or friends or paid home health aides, according to research
published earlier this year. The risk is that marriages will be undermined by illness and essential emotional
connections lost. “The well spouse can go from being a partner and a lover to a nurse and a caregiver, which is an
entirely different kind of relationship,” said Mastrogiovanni, who cared for his wife, Kathleen. She had multiple
sclerosis for 50 years before she passed away last year.
Or spouses can become distant as they struggle with feelings of loss, fear, and, frequently, misunderstanding and
anger. “He wouldn’t talk to me. He would seem like he was angry at me, but I didn’t really understand,” said Terri
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Corcoran, 69, whose husband Vincent had Fragile-X associated tremor/ataxia syndrome, a neurodegenerative
disorder. It took five years for Vincent to get a diagnosis. During that time, Corcoran said, “I felt like I married
someone I didn’t know. It was devastating. It took me a long time to realize his brain was impaired.”
How can older couples navigate these challenges and protect their relationships – an essential source of comfort
and support – when illness strikes? Several experts offered suggestions:
Reset expectations. Couples need to face what is being lost as a result of illness and, at the same time, focus on
what remains intact.
Dr. John Rolland, an adjunct professor of psychiatry at Northwestern University’s Feinberg School of Medicine
tells of a couple in their early 70s he’s counselling. Both were working when the wife started having symptoms of
Parkinson’s disease five years ago. In retirement, the couple had planned to do a lot of biking, hiking and
adventure travel. Now her mobility is limited, he’s down in the dumps and tension has invaded the relationship.
Rolland’s advice: Figure out what you can do together and what each of you can do separately. He helped them
see that they can share some cherished activities – reading books together and attending the theater – and add new
ones, such as cooking. And the husband can still go biking, without worrying about making his wife feel bad, so
long as they communicate openly about respecting each other’s needs.
Divvy up responsibilities. Couples need to retain a sense of balance in their relationships, to the extent possible.
Often this is threatened as one spouse becomes less able to function and the other takes on more responsibilities.
Kivowitz has a practical suggestion: Create a list of everything that needs to be done in your household, then
divide up tasks. If there are things that neither of you wants to do, brainstorm ways to find help.
In her video, she describes how she and her husband Richard did this. Kivowitz signed up for laundry, meal
preparation, keeping medical records in order, researching her condition and arranging help at home. Richard took
on grocery shopping, getting medications, dealing with insurance, paying bills, financial planning and working to
keep the household afloat. Neither wanted to do housecleaning – a task that could be given to someone else.
Include the ill spouse. Avoid assigning the ill spouse to a passive role of being “cared for.” To the extent
possible, set boundaries around caregiving and maintain reciprocity in the relationship.
Rolland tells of a woman with polycystic kidney disease whose husband helped administer home dialysis three
times a week: “They would go into a room where all the equipment was kept, and, when dialysis was over, close
the door and focus on being a couple.”
When Mastrogiovanni retired from an accounting job with the government, he and his wife bought a van with a
ramp and travelled all over the country. When she could no longer feed herself, they’d still go out to restaurants
where he’d feed her by hand – something the couple’s therapist had encouraged.
When joint activities are no longer possible, just being with someone can express closeness and solidarity.
Although Corcoran’s husband couldn’t talk, she’d sit with him and talk to him about what she was feeling: “He
would put his arms around me, and I would say ‘I’m doing the best I can. I know this isn’t your fault, but it’s
really hard.’ And I always ended up feeling better.”
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Bocchiere, who’s chairman of the Well Spouse Association, said that when a spouse is seriously ill, “we lose our
best friend, our love, our future. But your children, friends, relatives – they don’t get it.” The first time he went to
one of the association’s support groups and listened to other spouses tell their stories, “I was home,” he said.
Make meaning. “At some point,” White said, “you have to be able to make meaning of what you’re going
through as a caregiver and incorporate this into a new sense of identity.” For many people, meaning revolves
around the notion of “fidelity” – commitment to their spouse, their vows and the “we” of their relationship, he
said.
Corcoran converted to Catholicism the year that her husband was diagnosed and found solace in her faith and her
church. “I kept praying that our marriage would have meaning,” she said. Learning that people from her church
saw her marriage as “loving” gave a deep sense of satisfaction. Ultimately, Corcoran came to understand “this is a
cross my husband and I were carrying together.”
Kivowitz has observed a profound shift in herself and others, from “caregiving as a set of daily responsibilities” to
caregiving as an expression of compassion. “Measure success,” she said, “by how well you connect, love and feel
loved.”
.
Judith Graham: khn.navigatingaging@gmail.com, @judith_graham
Submitted by Pat Hill, pthmba@att.net, 216-570-9236

By Joe B.
The Beatles - Twist and Shout,
Songwriters: Bert Russell / Phil Medley
The Beatles first album includes an upbeat party song, Twist and Shout. In early 1963, the Beatles musicians had
high aspirations but a low cost budget. Since studio time can be very expensive, the Beatles had to use an
entrepreneurial mindset to be in budget. They agreed to rent a studio for one day on the iconic Abbey Road.
Their plan was to record as many songs as possible on one day. It worked out. The “Fab Four” recorded 10 songs
in a 12-hour marathon. The last song was Twist and Shout with
John Lennon as the lead vocalist. He knew this was going to be difficult. After playing for hours, his voice was
sore. He tried to soothe his throat by drinking milk and using cough drops. As ready as could be, the band took
its first take on Twist and Shout. After playing the song, John wanted another take but his voice was gone. The
first take would have to be the final.
On the album, Twist and Shout is the last song on the second side. John’s voice is rough and makes it sound like
a live song. Later, the Beatles played Twist and Shout on the Ed Sullivan Show in 1964 and at rock concerts in
1965. The Beatles studio version remains a favorite.
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By Brenda Koos
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I made this for our last meeting.
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(Use every letter and word only once.)

CAT
COCKATOO
DUCK
FISH
GERBIL
HAMSTER
IGUANA
PARAKEET
PIG
SNAKE
TURTLE

CHICK
DOG
FERRET
FROG
GUINEA
HORSE
LLAMA
PARROT
RABBIT
TARANTULA

http://puzzlemaker.discoveryeducation.com/WordSearchSetupForm.asp

By Vinita and Raj S.

Ingredients:
1 cup honey
1 cup peanut butter
1 cup powder milk
1 cup fine grated unsweetened coconut
1 cup roasted sesame seeds (White)
Steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Prepare a heat proof pan or plate with non-stick spray.
Heat a non-stick pan on medium heat and melt peanut butter & honey.
When melted turn heat off and add rest of ingredients mix well.
When it is smooth mixture, spread it on prepared pan or plate in even layer (1/2” thick).
When cooled cut it in square shape and enjoy.

If you are craving spring and flowers here is where to find them in February in Cleveland:
1.Orchid Mania is at the Cleveland Botanical Gardens, University Circle, until Sunday, March 1, 2020. The Gardens are
open every day except Monday. Admission is $15 for Adults. There is great handicap accessible parking in the
underground ramp which opens to the orchid show. There may be an additional charge for parking. Wheelchairs are
available inside. On the last day of the exhibit you can purchase some of the orchids.
2.“Tiffany in Bloom Stain Glass Lamps Exbibit is at the Museum of Art, now through June 14th. The Exbibit is free but
you have to pay for parking. The museum is not very handicap accessible, but they do have wheelchairs and helpful staff.

3.Rainforest at the Zoo. The cost is $16.95 but if you qualify for Mondays at the Zoo the cost is $6.50.
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Sympathy

By Paul Laurence Dunbar

Paul Laurence
Dunbar

I know what the caged bird feels, alas!
When the sun is bright on the upland slopes;
When the wind stirs soft through the springing grass,
And the river flows like a stream of glass;
When the first bird sings and the first bud opes,
And the faint perfume from its chalice steals—
I know what the caged bird feels!

Honey Bell Bey

I know why the caged bird beats his wing
Till its blood is red on the cruel bars;
For he must fly back to his perch and cling
When he fain would be on the bough a-swing;
And a pain still throbs in the old, old scars
And they pulse again with a keener sting—
I know why he beats his wing!

I know why the caged bird sings, ah me,
When his wing is bruised and his bosom sore,—
When he beats his bars and he would be free;
Curmie Price
Geraldine Barnett
It is not a carol of joy or glee,
But a prayer that he sends from his heart’s deep core,
But a plea, that upward to Heaven he flings—
I know why the caged bird sings!
(Source: https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46459/sympathy-56d22658afbc0)
This powerful overcoming-adversity poem was written by Paul Laurence Dunbar who was born in Dayton,
Ohio in 1872. To learn more about him, visit: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Laurence_Dunbar
Paul Laurence Dunbar was important at the time but is also an important influence on two other famous poets.
We all know that Maya Angelou wrote a famous book from one of Dunbar’s lines: Now I know why the caged
bird sings. Dunbar also influenced Cuyahoga County’s new poet laureate Honey Bell Bey--who powerfully
presented his poem, Sympathy, in a recent xTedtalk: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0wwmGV-w0rg
“Honey Bell Bey, of East Cleveland, is best known as the founding leader of the Distinguished Gentlemen of
Spoken Word, a well-traveled group of young African-American performing poets. She also directs
adolescent and intervention services for the Hough branch of the statewide UMADAOP: Urban Minority
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Outreach Program.” https://www.cleveland.com/arts/2020/01/honey-bell-beybecomes-cuyahoga-countys-first-poet-laureate-in-16-years.html Additionally, Ms. Bell-Bey has a radio show on
Sundays on WOVU 95.9 FM at 2:00 on Sundays. You can listen to her at this Website: https://wovu.org/showschedule/ . She also has a great Facebook page and posts her upcoming performances.
Last but not least, we want to celebrate the great contribution to poetry of Cleveland Stroke Club members:
Curmie Price and Geraldine Barnett. In 2006, Mr. Curmie Price wrote the book A Country of the Mind:
Poems from Zambia. His poems are truly life changing! Ms. Geraldine Barnett, a long-time member of our
Club wrote poetry constantly and performed them for our Talent Nights in the form of African Story Telling
complete with music and dance. We proudly celebrate Black History Month and these talented poets.

